
In the warp-knitted fabrics sector EUROJERSEY S.p.a. , founded in 1960, represents the style and the 
creativity of Made in Italy  in the production of Sensitive® Fabrics 
 

 Fully integrated vertical production: 
Knitting, dyeing, finishing, printing, lab, quality control and logistics in the same location ho have a fully 

integrated production cycle 
 

Global commercial offices: 
Europe, US, Asia 

 
Turnover: 

50 Million Euro (90% abroad, 10% in Italy) 
 

Production capacity 
8 million metres/annum 

 
Staff: 

180 people 
 
 
 

 
 



Sensitive® Fabrics System is a coordinated fabric’s system that represents Italian 
excellence in the warp-knit sector, result of an innovative, unique technology 

patented by EUROJERSEY. The exclusive knitted combination of polyamide 
microfibre and LYCRA® elastomer forms a fabrics’ range that offer extraordinary 

performance ideal for numerous applications in the underwear, swimwear, 
sportswear and clothing sectors.  



Customers’ mapping by sector 



 
A program that involves customers, suppliers, and consumers in a project that promotes the 

 Sensitive® Fabrics to be mindful to nature and the environment.  
A project aimed to spread a conscious attitude, to improve the relationship with the environment 

through an ethical and responsible behavior.  
 

The management of the entire production cycle of Sensitive® Fabrics allows an integrated 
 direct control during all phases of production as well as energy savings, 

waste reduction and pollution abatement.  

SensitivEcoSystem® 



Eco- Results 
 
WATER  
For Sensitive® Fabrics production we consumed 16 million liters of water less than the previous year  
and reduced by 25% the consumption of dyes and chemicals.  

 
ENERGY:  
Compared to 2008, we have improved energy efficiency reducing the energy consumption of 700,000 
kWh and lowered the impact on the environment through the purchase of certified electricity from 
renewable sources.  
 
AIR:  
Thanks to an efficient heat recovery in the manufacturing process (approximately 10% of the total 
consumption of natural gas) and thanks to recent investments in energy efficiency, we are progressively 
reducing CO2 emissions.  
 
RECYCLING  
In 2012 we started the recycling of 10,000 kg of cellophane wrapping and recovered 
24,000 kg of waste textiles, with the objective of reducing the production of waste.  



Environmental Product Declaration 

EUROJERSEY has obtained the Environmental Product Declaration(EPD), a certification based 
on an objective method of evaluating and quantifying the environmental impact associated 

with a square meter of Sensitive® Fabrics. 
 

The EPD process involves a series of specific parameters, such as power consumption, 
the consumption of raw materials and the emission of fumes, waste water 

and general waste and transforms these values into five indicators of  
Environmental impact including the equivalent quantity of Co2. 


